
A P P E N D I X  I

Music of the Waiwai Indians
by Fridolin Weis Bentzon

The following is an attempt to work up the material illustrating the musical culture of the Waiwai

Indians, collected by the National Museum's expedition to British Guiana in 1954 and I958, kindly

placed at my disposal by Jens Yde and Niels Fock.

The Waiwai Indians are a primitive agricultural tribe belonging to the Cariban family of languages.

When visited by the National Museum's British Guiana expedition in 1954. it consisted of about 170

individuals dwelling in seven villages oú both sides of the Acarai Mountains on the frontier between
griiistr Guiana and Brazil. A missionary station had at that time been opened in the area, but the

material here dealt with was collected before civilization had begun to affect the musical life of the tribe.

At a iate period the ìrlVaiwai Indians extended their area northwards. and they did not cross the

Acarai Mountains and settle near the sources of the Essequibo unti l the beginning of this century.

Culturally, therefore, they belong to the north Paró area, which goes to explain the fact that their

music has but little specific resemblance to that of their present immediate neighbours, the Makushí,

Wapishana and other tribes.

In the course of the past fifty years the Waiwai, by marriage, have become mixed with the Parukotó

and Taruma, who now no [onger exist as independent tribes, though they must have exerted a strong

influence on the Waiwai culture, both in general and on their music.

M U S I C A L  I N S T R U M E N T S

The musical instruments of the Waiwai will be dealt with by Jens Yde in "Material Culture of the

Waiwai", which I have been permitted to use in its full extent adding to it a certain amount of sup-

plementary information.

Idiophones

The turtle shell friction resonator, (oratín), (Fig. a6) is made from the carapace of a swamp turtle,

(kwochí), with a 'black lump of wax fastened at the front end of the ventral shell, which is rubbed

with the root of the right hand, the instrument being held under the left arm. Through the rubbing

the wax gets warm and sticky and gives off a little piercing note when the hand is taken from it.

The instrument is used for entertainment at drinking bouts, and is also played during the dances.

Farabee (p. 159) describes it as follows: "After the dance had gone on for some time and the first

drinks had.been served, two clowns suddenly appeared and performed their own dance up and down
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Fig. 46. Turtle shell friction resonator. (Nat. Mus. Copen-
h a g e n ,  H . 4 1 7 5 ) .

on one side of the dancing ground. Each carried a tortoise shell resonator and a shrill whistle. . . . The

whistle was blown on the accented beat and the resonator struck on the after beat. The whistles were

of different sizes and tones, as were also the tortoise shells. Each performer danced vigorously in his

own time making all the noise and antic movements possible .,. . ".

It is not possible with this instrument to produce any variation in pitch or stress, and the l'music"

resulting consists in a number of completely identical equidistant tones. In a recording transcribed in

example 36, a turtle shell resonator is played with an ordinary flute on which various rhythmical

p a t t e r n s a r e p l a y e d o n o n e n o t e : J .  t t l . ,  r r / ' ' r , . l r r J . r ' . l r r J .  r  r a n d J . r r . À  t J . t t J .  e  l . f r 1  J . v  r ,

whilst the turtle shell resonator accompanies it in a tempo roughly corresponding in the transcription

to quavers, as the time is not quite the same for the two instruments.

The turtle shell resonator has a characteristic distribution that, according to Izikowitz (p. 16l)

seems to indicate that it came from Central America to northern South America, as it is found in

Guiana, by Rio Tiquié, and with the Chocó, Bogotà and Maya. After the National Museum's expedi-

tion to British Guiana in 1958, this area may be somewhat extended, as the instrument has been found

amongst the Fishkaruyéna, Mawayéna, Kashuyéna and Shereó in northern Paró (Brazil).

A plank drutn was formerly known to the Waiwai. Based on reports from John Ogilvie, it is described

by Roth (1924, S 581). It consisted of a wooden plank about three times 6 feet laid over a hole in the

ground. In the plank was a square hole into which one could vomit. It was used to stamp on during

dances. The extension of this probably very ancient instrument in South America coincides with that

of the howler trumpet, to which reference will later be made, as it is found with the Parukotó, Arapai

and Oyana.



Small jingle rattles made from seed shells are fastened along the edges of bed aprons and in orna-

mental feather tassels. They are found in all kinds of deèorations, and the sound they produce is so

faint as to be hardly audible even at a short distance. It is thus possible that they are mere decorations

and that their sound producing effect is not considered at all.

A bone rAub, Qtorowkó), (Fig.47, middle) is made from two detached skull bones of a monkey,

which are drilled through along the edges and assembled with kraua strings tied through the holes.

As rattling elements beads are used, usually blue ones it was related. The acquired specimen is orna-

mented with small tufts of toucan feathers. The bones for these rattles are taken from all kinds of

monkeys, but preferably from howlers; the curved bones of the tortoise (u'ayam),may also be used

as material. The rattle is used both by men and women, tied to the ankles at the shoden'rka and the

ydmo dances. One was tied to the lower edge of a woman's apron acquired among the Fishkaruyéna.

Gourd rattles, (maróka), are of the usual South American type made from a pear-shaped, globular

or ellipsoidal fruit shell with a stick or a piece of arrow reed as a handle. For children's rattles the

hollowed fruit of an Astrocaryum palm or the entire skull of a small monkey, (wichdru), with a handle

stuck into the occipital opening, may be used. The rattling elements (mtirakasiisíi yarúro; yarúro-

filling), are either glass beads or the small round seeds of a "wild banana", (mdrakasiisíi), a semi-

cultivated plant.

The rattles were seen in use during the dance festivals, where they were played by the two leaders

who head the chains of men and women. They are also used by the medicine men during healing

ceremonies, but not. so far as could be learned, in the preparatory ceremonies for spirit flights or

when working to av'ert danger, to secure good weather, and to keep game n€ar the settlement, as

described in detail by Niels Fock.

Two recordings rrere made of songs accompanied by rattles, exampJes 19 and 20. These must be

assumed to be dance songs. In these recordings we find three ways of striking the rattle:

l. vertically up and down for each beat of the basic pulse. producing a sharply-punctuated rhythm:

ìt Í7 5-' t1 Í-, I

2. in a circular movement so that the grains in the rattle follow its inner wall, which results in a

softer rhythm: .lt ,7".f '  7 
t 

J' '  
'r l ' .Jn' 

i 
'b',

3. by shaking the rattle as rapidly as possible without any rational relationship between the rhythm

of the song and the rattle. r

Membranophones

Only one type of drum is found with the Waiwai, a double membrane drum, known as samdpura,

a word possibly deriving from the Portuguese or Spanish tambor. The drum acquired is made

from a hollowed piece of tree trunk, (karakurti), diameter about 23 cms, depth about 20 cms. The

two skins are of sloth, (sloàelí). and jaguar, (parúruminikrÍ). respectively. Skins of ,other animals can

also be employed, for example the howler monkey, spider mohkey. anteater and deer, but it was found

that the agouti or acouri never were. The skins are only depilated on the part that is stretched over

the drum.,' and are kept in place by bindings made of sections of unsplit bush rope, (mamuri), which
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at some places is lashed together with cords of bast impregnated with black rubber (mdnf i). Parts

of the skin, such as the animal's legs and tail are plaited into the lowest part of the binding, which

are tightened by powerful kraua cords that pass through the lowest binding in the form of a W. To

create extra tension, a kraua cord is bound round the diagonal cords at about the middle of the drum.

When the drum is to be used, the skins are tautened by holding them alternately in front of a fire.

The jaguar skin is painted with a star-shaped figure of urukú stripes. Over this is stretched a thin

kraua cord holding l5 small needles of karatukó wooc! that rattle-when the drum is beaten. To the

drum that was purchased belongs a single drumstick of letterwood with which the sloth skin is struck.

The drum is only ptayed on ceremonial occasions, and was seen in use in one single instance during

a shodewíka dance festival, ivhere it was beaten by one of the festival leaders, who danced in the last

dance performed by the inhabitants of the village. Perhaps this was a sign to the guests still concealed

in the forest that all was ready for their arrival (for the shode*'íka dance festival, see p.174).

Example 35 contains a transcription of a recording of druinming that is extremely clumsy and

primitive, consisting as it does in a series of somewhat irregular beats vaguely connected with each

other, 4 and 4. Periods with rapid and slow tempo succeed each other, and the changes are executed

by an accelerando or ritardando over 4 beats.

The same drum type is found with several other Guiana tribes (Wapishóna. Makushí, Warrau.

Carib, Pomeroon) which, like the Waiwai, call it by a name derived from Spanish or Portuguese

(samburó or suclr like). It is also beaten by one drumstick, and the pelts of various animals are used

for the two skins (Roth 1924, $ 578). However, on the lower skin a row of wooden needles is not

stretched, but only a single stick. It is reasonable to assume that the Waiwai have obtained this drum

from tribes living to the north, perhaps at a rather late date.

Even though this drum may be an imitation of a European double-skin drum, the rattl ing sticks on

the lower skin are probably pre-Columbian as a similar device is found among the Chipaya in south:

west Bolivia (tzikowitz p. 190) and some Northern Algonkin tribes (W. Krickeberg p.329).

Aerophones

A humming fop is made from a hollowed gourd shell pierced by a piece of arrow reed fastened with

lumps of black gum, (mdnf i), where it enters and leaves the shell. In one side of the gourd a fire-

drilled hole is made. The top is started by rapidly unwinding a kraua string, which has been wound

around the upper part of the stick, and the top gives forth a humming sound when it moves around

on the ground. As elsewhere in South America it is a toy. lts area of extension is very large, as it is

found in Central America and with a large number of tribes in the forest area (Izikowitz, p. 267).

Whistles

Natural whistles of several kinds are in use with the Waiwai. During medicinÈ man ceremonies it is a

general practice to whistle in something that is connected with the object one wishes to influence in

connexion with the utterance of a magic formula. Thus one whistles in the claw of an armadillo in
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Fig.47. Waiwai whistles and bone rattle: Left mahwó whistle. Middle: bone rattle, poro*'kó. Right: mataco whistle.
(Na t .  Mus .  Copenhagen ,  H .4189 ,  H .4190  and  H .4186  resp . ; .

order to retain the peccaries in the vicinity of the settlement, in the claw ofa crab to bring on rain, in the

claw of an anteater in order to invoke the anteater spirit. Similarly one whis.tles in a nut in which holes

have been bored to summon wild pigs, and in a kidney shaped whistle to summon the harpy-eagle.

This whistl ing has the same function as the simple poohing with the mouth, which is an indispensable

part of every magic action. that is, to impart direction to the magic power (see p' 127).

The mahu'ó v'histle (Fig. 47, left) is a curious instrument blown by men and boys during the yómo

dances, described p. I 70. It is crescent shaped, about 6 cm long and 2.5 cm broad at the thickest part.

One blows into a hole dri l led at right angles to its length, which is closed by a finger on the convex

side. Farabee (Fig. XXXV, A) shows a whistle of this type, though it is considerably larger and has a

gourd shell attached to one of the holes.

The \ù/aiwai possess the following myth about their acquisit ion of this whistle. here quoted according

to Farabee (p. 175): "A long time ago some men were hunting in the mountains far away from home

and they heard a peculiar whistl ing noise which they could not understand. They were so frightened

they could not go on and learn the cause of it. At other times other hunters heard the noise and were

afraid. At last a medicine man, a piaima, said he would go and see what it was that made the noises.

He went alone and after several days returned, saying that he had found a peculiar wooden whistle
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in the mountains which made a most remarkable sound. He made a whistle l ike the one he had seen.

It was the first musical instrument the Waiwai's ever had."

The same whistle type is found with the Parukotó (lzikowitz, p. 275).

Mataco whistles are made by the Waiwai from bamboo, (rúw+,e), grass or feather quills. The one

end is closed, and at about the middle of the whistle an oval hole is cut. On the inner wall under this

hole a lump of wax is affixed that deflects the air causing it to break against the under edge of the hole

when one blows through the open end of the whistle. Whistles are about 7-8 cms in length and some-

times two or three are bound together into small Panpipes, (krikripú), by the help of two small cross

pins or simply with kraua cord. One of the examples brought back (Fig. 47, right) is embellished with

toucan feathers. V/histles are blown during the dances, though they cannot be used melodically but

merely to make a noise.

The simple mataco whistle is mainly found with South American tribes pÒssessing a marginal culture,

that is to say tribes remote from the big cultural currents, or those that have been forced up against

more advanced areas and have therefore still preserved various older cultural elements that elsewhere

have been either modified or dropped. In Guiana, apart from the Waiwai, it is found only with the

Parukotó ( lz ikowi tz .  p.  335) .

Flutes

The Waiwai have two types of f inger hole flutes, called rati l,a word that covers all wind instruments.

Both types are notched flutes, like the Peruvian kena, but they differ in regard to the peculiar way of

fashioning the distal end. and in the number of their f inger holes, one type having three. the other

four. The three-holed flute may be made both of bone and bamboo, the four-holed only of

bamboo:

The three-holed bamboo fute is open at both ends and its under edge is cut so that it continues in

the form of a stud on the front side of the instrument. On the example brought back, H 4183 (Fig.48c)

this has been produced by a long diagonal incision, whereas the stud on H4182 (Fig.48d) is rec-

tangular and has been pierced so that it can be hung by a string or in the owner's hair tube. By placing

the hand around this stud the flute can be prolonged and an extra note obtained. The existence of

this practice can be deduced from example 26, recorded on the acquired specimen H 4182, where a

note is found lying about a major second under the deepest note that can be produced without placing

the hand around the stud. The practice, however, was not observed by the members of the expedition.

Between the two upper holes of the flutes a partition of wax or rubber, pierced by three small holes,

is made.

The dimensions of the two three-holed bamboo flutes are:

H 4182. (Fig. a8d).

Inner diameter 1.43 cm. Outer diameter 1.77 cm.

Greatest breadth of notch 0.85 cm. Greatest depth of notch 0.33 cm.

Distance from upper edge to uppermost part of lower edge 23.71 cm.

Length of stud from uppermost part of lower edge 5.8 cm.
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F ig .  48 .  F l u tes  and  t r umpe t  used  bv  t he  Wa i *a i :  a .  hou l c r  t r umpe t :  b .  f ou r -ho led  f l u t e :  c .  and  d .  t h ree -ho led  bamboo

f l u t e s :  e .  b o n e  f l u t e .  ( N a t .  l v l u s .  C o p e n h a g e n ,  H . 4 l f 5 .  H . 4 1 8 4 .  H . 4 1 8 - ì ,  H . 4 1 8 2  a n d  H . 4 1 8 8  r e s p . ) .

Hole I  f rom lower edge of  notch to upper edge o lhole 9.46 cm L.0.67 cm B.0.61 cm.

Hole 2 12.32 cm L. 0.60 cm B. 0.53 cm.

Hole 3 15.66 cm L.  0.66 cm B.  0.54 cm.

The wax partit ion is about l0-12 cm from the upper edge.

H  4183 .  (F ie .  48c ) .

Greatest  inner  d iameter  1.38 cm. Greatest  outer  d iameter  1.86 cm.

Greatest breadth of notch 0.61 cm. Greatest depth of notch 0.30 cm.

Distance from upper edge to lowest part of lower edge 21 .72 cm.

Length of stud from uppermost part of lower edge 10. l8 cm.

Hole I from lower edge of notch to upper edge of hole 8.09 cm Diam. 0.57 cm.

Ho le  2  11 .98  cm.  D iam.  0 .57  cm.

Hole 3 -  14.92 cm. Dianr .  0.52 cm.

The wax partit ion is about l0-l l cm from the upper edge.

The boneflute (Fig. 48e) has, l ike the three-holed bamboo flutes, a notch and a wax partit ion between

the two upper finger holes. The upper edge is smeared with wax to ensure a comfortable support for

the under-l ip. The lower edge is not cut to a stud, but slit on the front side of the flute. This slit is
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presumably used in the same way as the stud of the bamboo flute, though this cannot be deduced

from any of the four examples of the recordings of the bone flutes. Roth (1924, Plate 164) shows two.

bone flutes where the shaping of the lower edge is not brought about by what appears to be a hapha-

zard slit, but as a result of a carefully executed trapeze-shaped cut. The length of the flute brought

back is about l5 cm and the slit about 1.5 cm. The variations in diameter make it useless ro attempt

any more precise measurements.

The four-holed fute differs from the three-holed in the way of fashioning its distal end which is

closed by one of the natural joints of the bamboo, one cm over which two longitudinal slits are cut'

opposite each other in the sides of the flute. Notch and finger holes are fire-drilled as with the three-

holed bamboo flute. The upper edge is hardened by fire and chamfered inside. lts dimensions are:

H 4184 (Fie.  48b) .

Greatest inner diameter 1.69 cm. Greatest outer diameter 2. 14 cm.

Greatest breadth of notch 0.7 cm. Greatest depth o[ notch 0.43 cm.

Total length 42.2 cm.

Distance from flute's upper edge to upper edge of slits 38.6 cm.

Dimensions of  s l i ts  L.  l .5 l  cm Br.  0.29 cm and L. . t  .65 cm Br.  0.31 cm.

Hote I from under edge of notch to upper edge of hole I 1.59 cm Diam. 0.52 cm.

Hole 2 - 16.30 cm Diam. 0.60 cm.
- 20.59 cm Diam. 0.55 cm.
- 25.24 cm Diam. 0.67 cm.

The notched flute is encountered in South America over a very large area (lzikowitz, p. 312) from

Chaco and Mojos in the south to Motilon in Venezuela, and from Peru over most of the Amazon

area to Guiana. The flutes here described are local variants that are confined to the Waiwai, Parukotó

and Taruma (Roth 1924, $ 563 and 1929 p.88 5s 563,, and we shall consider their peculiarit ies one by one.

Parallels fo the /àshioning of the distal end of the four-holed flute are found in various parts of South

America: The Palikur in Guiana hare two different f lute types with a closed under edge, one having

three holes (lzikowitz, Fig.2ll, p. 3a8), the other five holes plus an exrra opening near the lower

edge made in the side of the flute, as in the \rly'aiwai instrument (Izikowitz, Fig. 206a, p. 345). The

Yekuanà have a flute with a closed under edge and five finger holes plus a thumb hole; presumably

the lowest hole is not closed (von Hornbostel 1923, p. 404). From the Oyana de Goeje (p.23) mentions

a flute of the kena type that has a closed lower edge near which there are two holes connected by a

slit. The flute referred to (Plate VII 9) has three holes. but the device in which we here are interested

is not shown on the drawing. Finally the Gothenburg Museum owns a flute, the origin of which is

only indicated by the word "Brazil", that was purchased at the beginning of the previous century.

The lower edge of this is closed, and it has on the front side a slit of the same shape as that on the
Waiwai f lute (Izikowitz, Figs. 207 a and b, p. 345). lf one dare draw a slightly more distant paralle!,

one may finally call attention to the bone kenas of north-west Brazil; the lower end of those are

narrowed by a pierced piece of wax that must have the same acoustic effect as the fashioning of the

Waiwai four-holed flute, that is to say to augment the end correction of the flute with all holes closed.

However. we know nothing of the playing technique and acoustic qualit ies of these flutes.

269
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Bone kenas have been found in ancient Peru and occur actually in the forest areas north of the

Amazon (Izikowitz, p. 320), their extension thus being somewhat more restricted than is the case with

the bamboo kena. Some tribes fill most of the upper edge with wax, others, like the ìrty'aiwai, are

content to grease the upper edge. It is difficult to determine the extension of these details; smearing

with wax appears, at all .events, in ancient Peru and in north-west Brazil (Izikowitz, p.317); it is

presumably also found with tribes in Guiana other than the Waiwai. The filling of the upper edge is

practised by the Makushí, Wapishóna, and Yekuanà (v. Hornbostel 1923, p. a03) and by the Patamona

and Arekuna (Izikowitz, p. 318).

In fashioning the lov'er edge of the three-holed fiutes we find, as mentioned, a stud on the bamboo

kena and on the bone kena ,a slit that presumably has the same function: to lengthen the instrument

by a hand or a finger. This method of fashioning the under edge is typical for the bone kenas among

the Guiana tribes all of which let the joint of the bone remain and make a more or less irregular

incision in the front of the flute, whereds, as has been said, in north-west Brazil they cut the lower

edge right off. The musical function of this formation of the lower edge of the bone kena is not known

for certain even among the rvVaiwai, and is naturally still more dubious in the case of the other Guiana

tribes whose flute playing is completely unknown.

The stud on the three-holed bamboo kena is only found in connexion with end-blown flutes with

the Waiwai, Parukotó and Tarúma. However, it also appears on the howler trumpet, later to be referred

to, and in this form we find it with the Arapai (Deuber, p.317, Abb. 81,2) and the Oyana (de Goeje.

p.23 and Pl. VII, Fig. l2). lt ' is reasonable to assume that this stud is connected with the hand stop

flute which is a side-blown instrument, closed at one end and with a broad, deep recess at the lower

edge,'over which the hand is placed; at t imes the under edge, in addition to having this recess, is

fashioned like a stud. Its main area of extension is Guiana (Izikowitz p. 279). The principle of tone

variation by means of the whole hand or by closing the instrument in a similar way has a far greater

extension in South America, but apart from the places mentioned above no actual resemblance with

any Waiwai instrument is found.

The v'ax partiîíon that is put between the two uppermost finger holes in both bone and bamboo

flutes is found in many kenas and simple end flutes in South America.Izikowitz (p.319) explains them

as a transference to bone of a special detail possessed by many bamboo flutes, namely that instead of

removing completely a bamboo partition in a flute, it was just pierced. At a time when these flutes

began to be made in bone the pierced partition was retained and executed in wax br other material.

The partition appedrs in ancient Peru and actually in bone flutes in north-west Brazil and also in bone

and bamboo flutes in Guiana. According to Izikowitz the Roroima tribes place this partition between

the two uppermost holes (that is to say as with the Waiwai), whereas in other tribes it is sited above

the uppermost hole. In regard to this a characteristic change seems to have taken place with the \rVaiwai

within the last 50 years, as they now place the septum in the. same position as that adopted by the

Roroima tribes with whom, as mentioned in the introduction, they came into contact at a very late

date. This change presumably took place about the time that Roth visited the area, as on the two

three-holed flutes from the Tarúma and the Waiwai he brought back with him (Izikowitz, Fig. l78b

and c, p. 315) we find, respectively, a pierced natural septum and a wax partition, both of which are
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sited above the finger holes, whereas in his text (p. 457) he mentions that the partition is placed between
the first and the second finger holes.

Some flute types described by Roth who visited the area around l9l0 were not observed by the
members of the expeditions in 1954 and 1957 and may either be_out of existence or only very rarely
used. This applies to the Panpipe (example in the Gothenburg Museum obt.ained by Roth (lzikowitz,
Fig. 251, p. 384)) and a tansverse flute (lzikowitz, p. 301 and 303).

Trumpets

End-blou'n trumpets are made of bark of the sardi tree spirally rolled so as to form a cone 70-80 cms
long and l2-15 cms wide at the distal end. The cone is held together by windings in three places with
a slender and pliable bush rope, and reinforced by strips of ite bast tied along three places from one
end to the other.

This instrument is used only at the shodex'íka dances, which was observed once by the members of
the expedition 1954. The guests who were invited to the dance from another village, arrived at the
landing early in the afternoon. Having disembarked with their whole outfit, among which were coils
of fresh bark bands for the trumpets. they started their preparations'for the dance right at the river
bank. Though most of them had finished their preparations already in the afternoon, they.did not
make their entré until after dark.'Disguised in palm leaf costumes they entered the village plaza as
the dance was opening, Th-ey blew their trumpets even before emerging from the ferest and went on
blowing for about half an hour moving around the plaza in a circle. After that the trumpets were heard
no more; they were not kept for later occasions for the simple ieason that they will fall apart as soon
as the bark dries up.

The main area of extension of bark trumpets is the north-west of Brazil, the Mojos area and Cuiana.
There is however, a notable difference in their use in these areas, as in north-west Brazil and the
Mojos area they are objects that must not be seen by women and the uninitiated, but there is no
corresponding taboo in Guiana; thus Roth (1924, $ 558, p. 453) quotes John Ogilvie's reports of the
Wapishóna, Tarúma, Waiwai and Parukotó: "They are manufactured outside of the village, but the
women are not forbidden to see them". This difference in the social function of the instrument is mainly
due to the fact that ceremonialism is not as elaborate with the Guiana tribes mentioned as it is in north-
west Brazil and the Mojos area. Nevertheless, with the Waiwai at all events they have a certain connexion
with the supernatural, as the guests at a shodewíka festival are regarded as the beasts of the forest, as
related in the myth about the origin of the shodewíka (see p.72).

A side-blown trumpet (Fig. 48a) which we will call the howler tumpet from its Waiwai name sií-
pururaríi,(shípuru-howler monkey, ratii-wind instrument) is made of a piece of bamboo that is closed
at one end by a natural septum in which a hole has been bored and a feather quill stuck through. The
other end is open and continues in the form of a stud as in the three-holed bamboo kenas. The blowing-
hole is rectangular and situated near the closed end. An example brought back has the following

dimensions:

271
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H  4185  (F ig .  48a ) .

Outer diameter 2.38 cm. Inner diameter L85 cm.

Distance from closed end to upper part of lower edge 30.3 cm. Length of stud 7.9 cm.

Distance from closed end to upper edge of blowing-hole 8.3 cm.

Dimensions of blowing-hole L. 1.95 cm. Br. 1.45 cm.

In a recording that is transcribed in example 37. three notes are used, notated a c d, which are

played in a rhythmical and melodic pattern which is exactly the same as that which runs through the

flute numbers examples 2l and 28. Tests showed that all three notes could be produced by tigh.tcning

or loosening the lips, but that the deep note was produced less forcedly when a finger was held in fiont

of the feather quill and the tube thus changed from an open to a closed pipe.

The howler trumpet was considered by Izikowitz (p.277) to be a side-blown flute, and can in fact

be played in that way; from the recording made with the Waiwai, however, it appears quite c&uarly

that it is a trumpet, and the same must certainly be the case at the two other places where it appqars:

with the Arapai (Deuber, p. 317, Abb, 81,2) and the Oyana. Writing of the last-mentioned tribe, de

Goeje (p. 24) says that he agrees with Coudreau's description of the sound of the instrument which is

likened to "le mugissement d'un taureau" - which I think covers it admirably. Furthermore, the feather

quill would serve no.purpose were the instrument to be played as a flute, as it does not influence the

tone if it is shut or opened when played in this way. A feather quill doe3; not appear in the illustrEtions

of the instrument by Deuber and de Goeje, though the latter refers to it.

The oniy fairly close parallel to the howler trumpet is a side-blown trumpet with the Tukuna and

Parintintin (Izikowitz, Fig.97, p. 218), which l ikewise ccinsists of a piece of bamboo cut off over a

natural partition, with a square blowing-hole. However the lower edge is cut straight off and there

is  no stud.

The howler trumpet is the sole example in South America of a trumpet that can be used melodically

(lzikowitz, p.243'1. Even though its function with the Waiwai. where it is a very rare instrument. has

not been determined, it is not likely that it is used for signalling as its sound is not very powerful, nor

that it is connected with religious life, where at any rate Niels Fock did not come across it in his

investigations.

lf we briefly review the areas of extension of the Waiwai's musical instruments, certain features stand

out. Firstly, we see that most instruments are a common cultural possession with the Taruun. and

Parukotó, with whom they have been closely related; and some instruments are quite uniformly

fashioned among these three tribes. This applies fo the mohu'd whistle, the two bamboo kenag and

the simple mataco whistle, which latter though found over large parts of South America, does not

appear in other parts of Guiana.

Further we find two instruments, the howler trumpet and the plank drum, that particularly tink the

Waiwai to two other tribes, the Arapai and the Oyana with the latter of whom ihey are closeÍ5r rclated

also in regard to other sides of their musical culture (see p. 284).

In common with other Guiana tribes, including those dwelling to the north, the Waiwai harrc the

transverse ffute, the placing of the partition in the three-holed kena, and the peculiar shaping of the
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lower edge of the bone kena. As opposed to this, other fea.tures point to north-west Brazil and dis-

tinguish the Waiwai from the northern tribes. This applies to the bark trum.pets - though rhese are

found with the Wapishóna - and the smearing of wax on the upper edge of the bone kena.

Finally, there are some instruments such as the turtle shell resonator, Panpipe and bone kena, that

are common to the whole of northern South.America.

V O C A L  M U S I C

In the material recorded three kinds of songs are represented: dance songs, magical songs, and songs

that imitate flute numbers.

All the dance songs available to us must be assumed to belong to the type of dance festivals known

as shodeu'íka. These are almost purely of a social character, as one village invites another to come for

a few days to dance and drink, for general amusement and for the promotion of mutual relations.

The course oî a shodev'íka dance festival and the multifarious ways this institution is linked to the

Waiwai culture has been thoroughly described by Niels Fock, p. l72,and we shall therefore only refer

to the aspects which have a musical interest.

During the dance men and women pass round, each in their own circle, the women inside. Each

circle is headed by a chorus leader shaking a rattle and directing the dance. At times everybody ln

the circle turns and moves in the opposite direction, shortly afterwards resuming the original direction.

These movements are obviously led by the'chorus leader, perhaps through signals with the rattle. A

phrase in the dance song is first sung once solo by the leader. after which the others chime in and

repeat it a given number of times: now and again they begin before the leader has quite finished, though

no polyphony results from it, as the leader merely stops and begins to sing with the others. It is

curious to note that men and women simultaneously sang different phrases with varying texts, so that

a form of polyphony was heard, the character of which was quite mysterious. The dance is enlivened

by the rhythmical blowing of flutes and whistles, and, in the first dance in which the guests participate,

also by bark trumpets (see above p. 271).

The dance step consists in placing one foot forward and the other to the side of it, one foot forward

and the other, to the side of it, each step corresponding to a crotchet in the transcriptions. This step

appears to have a very wide extension in South America, and is described with the Uitoto, Bora and

Muinane (Bose p. 5), the Makushí, Wapishàna and Yekuanó (v. Hornbostel 1923, p.415), Fuegians

(v. Hornbostel 1948, p. 74) and the Mataco (report from Niels Fock).

ln addition to the shodewr,td festivals dancing also takes place during the religious yamo festivals.

These are very seldom held and we possess no material about them.

The dance songs, examples 3-18 derive from a recording of a myth that deals with the origin of the

dance festivals. It is reproduced on page 57 seq. and the transcriptions are arranged in the sequence here

followed. The Waiwai possess several stories of this kind. They are used as the frame around a number

of dance song texts that allude to the events described, and are sung after each other during a dance

festival. Two other recordings, examples 19 and 20 must be assumed to be dance songs, as they agree

with examples 3-18 in their musical characteristics, though this was not determined in the field.

I t Wtlwsi
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None of the recordings were made during a dance festival, and it must be doubted that they give an

adequate image of the way in which these songs are sung when things really get going. This is due to

the fact that the melodic elaboration of the dance songs has a direct connexion with their all-over

structure, phrases being knit together by reducing their ambitus over the tonic. This elaboration must

necessarily take place in different ways during dance festivals and solo performances, as in the former

case a phrase is first sung once by the chorus leader and then repeated a given number oftimes by the

dancers, whereas in the latter the phrases may be altered at each repetition.

Two of the recordings, examples I and 2, are magical songs, eremus. An eiemu is a magic formula

that can either'be declaimed or sung. Essential for the magic power of such a formula is a poohing

performed either at its end or between its single parts. This poohing was deliberately omitted by the

singer in his two recordings, as they were not intended to have any effect.

The Waiwai have certain eremus, which are exclusively used by medicine men, and others that are

employed by everybody. Example l, which is to call forth the sun, is one of the first type, whilst example

2, which is to avert danger from infants, is of the second. Both were sung by the chief and medicine

man, Ev'kó.In their musical characteristics they do not fundamentally differ. During the 1954 expedi-

tion there was one single opportunity of hearing an eremu sung by a medicine man in order to heal a

sick person, and on these occasions a free-rhythmical, recitative manner of singing seems to be used,

quite different in character from that in the two examples recorded.

The third type of songs with the Waiwai, those that imitate flute numbers, are represented by two

recordings, examples 2l and 29, which imitate examples 22 and 28 respectively.

The three types of song of which we thus have knowledge, differ mainly in regard to form and

metre, as the dance songs. with one exception, are given in a sustained bipartite metre, whereas the

two magic songs have a freer alternation betteen metrical units of different length, and the two songs

that imitate flute numbers copy the free composition of f lute playing, the strictly melodic character-

istics remaining identical.

Songs are hardly heard outside the situations to which they are functionally l inked, and in the

musical l i fe of the Waiwai vocal music occupies no prominent posìtion.

Intonation and -grt'le

There is nothing much to.be said about the performanes of the Waiwai songs. Vocal technique is

quite relaxed and "emphatic modes of singing 
', 

which at times we find stressed as a "Rassenmerkmal"

of the Amerindians, we only find in one dance song with rattle accompaniment, example l9: all the

other songs are sung wìthout any marked dynamic fluctuation.

The pitch of a song may rise or fall without any discernible tendency in one direction or another

that could be considered distinctive for the style. The intonation is subject to the oscillations always

encountered with untrained voices, certain steps however, being particularly shaky. This applies to

the thirds which may be due to the fact that in most of the scales it is optional whether a major or minor

third is used, and to the tritone, which sometimes also produces unsteadiness in the intonation of the

adjacent notes.
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All-over slrucîure, metre

The dance songs and the two magical songs are built up in isorhythmic phrases whose rhythmic pattern

is fi l led out with various.tonal material. The only exception to this principle appears in example 8,

where the isorhythmic phrase structure is broken by a section consisting of juxtaposed motives of

4/4length, marked B.

ln the transcriptions, sections with different phrase patterns are indicated by capital letters, and the

individual phrases by Arabic figures. For practical reasons a definite phrase in an example is shown

by the formula: example/phrase number. Example 20 phrase 3 is thus marked 20/3.

The metrical construction of the phrases is quite simple, as they consist of units oî 2,3, and rarely

4 beats, Wider divisions are of minor importance although there is a tendency to divide 6 beats into

2*4 or  1+2,8 beats in to 4*4,  and l2 beats in to 4+4+4.

Units of 3 beats appear in the magical songs and in a single dance song, example 8, which present

a problem, as the dance step is carried out in bipartite form. It might well be imagined that it is here

a matter of a phrase type in which there is a conscious shifting of the accentuations of the dance step

in relation to those of the song, but it is more probable that the tripartite unit must be considered as a

liberty that the singer has been able to take, as he has not been bound by consideration for the dance

step.

In a majority of the dance songs all phrases have the same rhythmical pattern throughout the number,

though there are exceptions. In example l0 there thus appear phrases of a length of both 6 and 8

beats; in example l6 the singer experiments in finding a fixed form that suits his text, and phrases of

4,6 and 8 beats alternate. In example 17 he sings the result he has arrived at consisting of a fixed-

juxtaposition of.a phrase of 8 beats with one of 4. For the two different texts in example I I there is

a phrase of 6 beats with an upbeat, and a phrase of 8 beats where the upbeat to the second phrase is

transformed to a complete unit of 2 beats.

In the two magical songs the composition is naturally freer than in the dance songs; we thus find

in example I three sections with various texts whose phrases are not musically related, whereas in.

example 2 there are two alternating sections each with its own text, that are adapted to two patterns,

wh i ch  a re  re la ted  i n  t he  f o l l ow ing  manner :  A r i l , 1J t t . r n  B .ÀJ t )  t - 2  ) t  )  J l  J . .  B  be ingde r i ved

from A by the inscrtion of an extra beat in the first "measure", and the addition of an upbeat to

the whole phrase.

In the two songs that imitate flute numbers, the singer attempts to imitate the instrumental phrases,

though he often has to alter them in order to make them singable, and the metre and all-over structure

are somewhat amorphous.

In cases where the material contains songs with phrases of various length that are derived from each

other, it is remarkable that the motives are as often added or subtracted at the beginning of phrases

as at their end. This applies to the various forms in examples l0 and 16, plus example ll, where in

phrases I and 3 there is a form of 6 beats with an upbeat, which latter in phrases 2 and 4 is extended

to a full metrical unit of 2 beats that are no longer felt to be accessory, but rather as the commence-

ment of the whole phrase. This method of prolonging or curtail ing forms already sung by simply

18.
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adding or removing beats or motives is extremely typical of the metrical feeling in all Waiwai musig

both vocal and instrumental, and must be regarded as a feaîure of fundamental importance for both

the form and the melodic construction.

Rhythm

The individual beats in the basic pulse of the songs are not subdivided inro more than 2 parts; the
most common is an equal division, that tends towards the distribution -.1'",1- 

, which seems to be
characteristic for songs in large sections of South America (von Hornbostel 1923, p.415, 1948, p. ?6).
With the Waiwai this figure is executed as a bipartit ion where the first note is stressed, but cut short,
whilst the second is more weakly emphasized but lasts longer and with greater body. The purely

temporal ratio l13-213 is not the most important feature.

The other bipartite form of the individual basic beat is transcribed ? 
tI, which covers a more languìd

type of singing that often appears in connexion with syncopation.

Syncopation is found within 214 in the forms J .t ) and 7'ryr.t-. corresponding to the two above-
mentioned ways of subdividing the individual beats of the ground rhythm: in addition, in example4,
we find the following distribution of notes within 4 beats : f) a t .

Simple as may be the main outl ine of the rhythm in the vocal music of the 'Wajwai, there is in all
songs a certain amount of laxity in the performance, variations in tempo from phrase to phrase,

abbreviations or prolongations of pauses and final notes etc. which contributes to the general impres-

sion of the style, but have not in all cases been accounted for to avoid overburdening of the tran-

scriptions.

Toual struclures

There is only one instance in the material of pure "Distanzmelodik", the dance song, example 19,
that has the notes a b c with b as the central tone. In the second bar the a drops towards g under the

influence of the very common structure c b g. The tonal structures of the Waiwai are otherwise governed

by related fourths and triads, and the scales employed are found all over the world.

In a single song, example 3, only two noîes are used. a fourth distant from each other, with the

deeper as the final.

A fourth filled in with a minor third and major second, or a major second and minor third provides

the nucleus of most of the melodies.

The tetrachord notated a c d reigns supreme in example 7.

By augmenting the tetrachord a c d under the tonic g or e are most frequently used. Thus g is used

in example I section A. example 8 and example l5; e is used in example 10. In example l3 both notes

are employed but in different parts of the number, for e occurs in phrases l-6, whilst g enters in phrase 8
and is used instead of e in the rest of the number.

In example 20 the tetrachord a c d is augmented under the tonic with the tones g and d.

The tetrachord notated g a d with g as a tonic is found in example 9, and forms the nucleus of

examples 4 and 5 where it is augmented 1q fJ g a c d.
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There is no sharp division between the structures where a tetrachord is augmented above with the

fifth, arxilstructures governed purely by triads. Thus the tetrachordal character dominates-in example I

section B.,:rvhereas in examples 6 and I I we find triad structures where the fourth appears as a passing

note.

In songs with triad structures the tonal material consists of a section of the tone sequence e a c

or c[ s, where a is the tonic. All four notes are employed in examples 6 and 1l with a minor third,

and incxample l7 with a major third. e a c appear in examples l8ll,zand 6. The same section, but

with a major third appears in examples 2 and 16.

Scals dominated by major thirds and small seconds are found in the songs in various forms. In

certein cases it appears to be a matter of choice whether one filts in a fourth with a major or minor

third. iln example 2l the singer thus uses a major third in the recording transcribed, but it appears

from a small fragment that has been left after an unsuccessful recording that he has sung the same

song with a rninor third; and a minor third is played in the flute number, example 22, forming the

pattefa f,or his song. In example 29. which also imitates a flute number, the core of the tonal material

is the tetrachord c b g with b as the central note - a typical instrumental structure that also appears in

the innitated flute number example 28 - this core is augmented by quite irregular tonal steps where the

singer is unable to imitate the complicated ffute phrases.

ln the dance song. example 14, the tetrachord b c e is used with c as the tonic. In phrase la d ap-

pears as a passing note.

The tritone does not seem to be well established in the Waiwai songs and always appears secon-

darilyas a raising or lowering of another note. In example 2l a tritone appears in phrases 4,12, 17,

and 21, where its presence is ctearly due to the singer finding it diff icult to copy phrase 7 in the flute

numb€r, example 22. In example 2l tritones are likewise found in phrase 23, where they correspond

to thirds in phrases l0 and 18. At this place the raising of the pitch occurs due to self-consciousness

and high spirits; during the whole number the singer sings half laughingly. In example l2 the tritone

appears in phrases 6 and 7 corresponding to the fifth in phrases l-3, thus again being secondary. In

example tr8 we find a tritone in phrases 3 and 5, where it appears in a working out of the structure

e a c € w i t h a a s a t o n i c t o a c d S e f f i n p h r a s e 3 , a n d a c d Í i n p h r a s e 5 . t h e i n t o n a t i o n i n t h e s e

phrases being very shaky.

lodics, form

Withirn individual phrases the melodics of Waiwai songs are not markedly descending for falling and

rising rnovements occur with roughly the same frequency. On the other hand a descending tendency

manif,ests itself when the individual phrases are grouped to form larger melodic units. This lowering

is nqÈ achieved by transposition, but by a limitation of the phrases' ambitus over the tonic and an

adjustrnent of the melodic movements to the new ambitus. A Waiwai song is thus usually divided

into groups of two or three phrases, whose ambitus over the tonic is limited within each group, and

where each group commences with a somewhat lower phrase than the one that introduced the previous

group.
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Besides the reduction of the ambitus another means is employed for grouping the phrases together.

namely opposed melodic movements within two consècutive phrases. In the clearest cases a phrase

with an ascending movement through the greater part of its length is followed by one with descending

movements at corresponding places. In other cases matters are not so simple, as this opposition may

be found only within a smaller part of the two phrases, a motif or a few single notes within a mo{if.

All phrases in the dance songs and magical songs are ended by a long note or by a two-note nstif

to which the beginning of the phrase leads up. In some examples these endings are not altered but

remain identical all through the song, in others they are transposed as the other parts of the phrascs,

and by their positioning assist in forming balanced melodic patterns in the single groups.

In a great many of the songs the grouping of phrases is quite fixed, they being placed together in

twos or threes all through the song.

A grouping of the phrases in pairs is found in examples 6,7,13, and 18. In examples 6 and 7 there

is an ascending movement in the first phrase of each pair, and a descending one in the second" In

example l8 we find opposed movements between phrases I antd 2. In phrases 3 and 4 a tonal material

with an extended ambitus is employed; phrases 5 and 6 imitate phrases 3 and 4 at a lower pifch.

Examples 4,5,8 section A, l4 and l5 consist of two groups each of three phrases, wherethereare

opposed movements between the first two phrases in each group, whilst the third phrase forms a

neutral conclusion. In all these examples the second group begins at a lower pitch than the initial

group, whose phrases are imitated with the changes in the melodic movements that may arise o**4ng

to the l imited ambitus.

In the other songs there is no obvious grouping of the phrases. In examples l, 2, 12, 16, l7 arld 20

îhe reduction of the phrases' ambitus above the tonic and opposed melodic movements is practiscd,

but without the phrases being arranged in marked groups. Examples 3, 9 and 1O consist of phrases

t h a t a r e a l m o s t u n c h a n g e d .  I n e x a m p l e l l t h e r e i s a n a b b a f o r m . p h r a s e l b e i n g l i k e p h r a s e 4 , a n d

phrase 2 being l ike phrase 3; however, only these four phrases appear, and this peculiar forn is

probably fortuitous.

Phrase - text relation

The relation between the musical phrase and the text is quite simple. In examples 4,6,7 andS section A

there are the same text lines all through the song with the same length as a single phrase. In exarnples

3,5, 12 and l8 the text l ines are of the same length as the individual phrases, but various texts a1r1nar.

A text line corresponding to a pair of phrases is found, for instance, in examples 9 and 13; a tcxt

line corresponding to three consecutive phrases is found in examples 14 and 15. In examples 16and

17 the texts correspond to a musical unit consisting of two phrases whose patterns are of different

length.

ln examples 2, l0 and I I are found texts of different lengths, some words being added to a text, or

a word with a different number of syllables being substituted. The musical pattern is protongsd or

curtailed to correspond with these differences in tixt. ln example 10, the text "pinipic' yana le he"

is thus sung in phrases l,2,4and 6 over a musical.phrase of 6 beats, and the augmented text "frnpic'
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Besides the reduction of the ambitus another means is employed for grouping the phrases togetfrcr.

namely opposed melodic movements within two consecutive phrases. In the clearest cases a phrase

with an ascending movement through the greater part of its length is followed by one with descending

movements at corresponding places. In other cases matters are not so simple, as this opposition may

be found only within a smaller part of the two phrases, a motif or a few single notes within a ms[if.

All phrases in the dance songs and magical songs are ended by a long note or by a two-note motif

to which the beginning of the phrase leads up. In some examples these endings are not altered but

remain identical all through the song, in others they are transposed as the other parts of the phrascs,

and by their positioning assist in forming balanced melodic patterns in the single groups.

In a great many of the songs the grouping of phrases is quite fixed, they being placed together in

twos or threes all through the song.

A grouping of the phrases in pairs is found in examples 6,7,13, and 18. In examples 6 and 7 there

is an ascending movement in the first phrase of each pair, and a descending one in the second" In

example 18 we find opposed movements between phrases 1 and2. In phrases 3 and 4 a tonal material

with an extended ambitus is employed; phrases 5 and 6 imitate phrases 3 and 4 at a lower pifch.

Examples 4, 5,8 section A, 14 and l5 consist of two groups each of three phrases, wherethereare

opposed movements between the first two phrases in each group, whilst the third phrase forrns a

neutral conclusion. In all these examples the second group begins at a lower pitch than the initial

group, whose phrases are imitated with the changes in the melodic movements that may arise o*'ing

to the l imited rimbitus.

In the oîher songs there is no obvious grouping of the phrases. In examples l, 2, 12, 16, t7 and 20

the reduction of the phrases' ambitus above the tonic and opposed melodic movements is practiscd,

but without the phrases being arranged in marked groups. Examples 3, 9 and 1O consist of phrases

t h a t a r e a l m o s t u n c h a n g e d .  I n e x a m p l e l l t h e r e i s a n a b b a f o r m . p h r a s e l b e i n g l i k e p h r a s e 4 , a n d

phrase 2 being l ike phrase 3; however, only these.four phrases appear, and this peculiar fonm is

probably fortuitous.

Phrase - rext relalio

The relation between the musical phrase and the text is quite simple. In examples 4, 6,7 and 8 secticn A

there are the same text lines all through the song with the same length as a single phrase. In exarnples

3,5, 12 and l8 the text l ines are of the same length as the individual phrases, but various texts adar.

A text line corresponding to a pair of phrases is found, for instance, in examples 9 and 13; a t€xt

line corresponding to three consecutive phrases is found in examples 14 and 15. In examples 16and

l7 the texts correspond to a musical unit consisting of two phrases whose patterns are of diffenent

length.

ln examples 2, l0 and I I are found texts of different lengths. some words being added to a texta or

a word with a different number of syllables being substituted. The musical pattern is prolongsd or

curtailed to correspond with these differences in text. In example 10, the text "pinipic' yena fu he"

is thus sung in phrases l, 2, 4 and,6 over a musical phrase of 6 beats, and the augmented text "pfnqpic'
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yana karunika he he" over a musical phrase of 8 beats in phrases 3 and 5. Phrases 7 and 8 are related

in the same way, but have other texts. In example I I there are two texts, where the one is sung to a

phrase of six beats with an upbeat, and the other to a phrase of eight beats. In example 2 there are

different texts to section A and section B.

There is a single example in the material of the same text being adapted to different musical patterns.

In examples 14 and l5 the text "kayaritomo riorona pona kepataka pa" is sung over three phrases each

of four beats. In example 13 the same text augmented by the meaningless syllables "he he" is sung

over two juxtaposed phrases, each of 6 beats. In examples 4 and 5 the reverse may be observed as

they have a similar musical content but different texts.

Songs imitating flute numbers

There are two examples in the song material, that quite obviously have flute numbers as pattern,

and which were sung after the flute number they imitate - examples 2l and 29.

Example 2l which is based on the flute number, example 22, consists, l ike the original, of 3 sections

that are reminiscent of our conception of verse. Each section consists of a given number of phrases,

which, however, do not possess the fixed rhythmical pattern of the dance songs 4nd eremus, but

lollow the more varied phrase construction of the flute number. The three sections are of varying

length, as the phrases can very freely be repeated or omitted, though. in the all-over structure, an

influence can be traced from the flute numbers where it is customary for the phrases to succeed each

other in a definite sequence.

The second recording of a song imitation of a flute number, example 29 has as its pattern example 28,

which is composed of sections of short motives with the following rhythmical pattern J I ) | ),called A,

that alternate with more irregularly formed sections in a quicker tempo, called B. In the sung version

the pieces regularly divided into motives are formed as in the flute number. though naturally without

there being any question of an exact imitation. whilst the other parts almost become recitative and

bear l itt le resemblance to their prototype in the flute number.

F L U . T E  P L A Y I N G

The most important part of Waiwai music is flute playing, which is far more popular than the songs
that are hardly heard outside situations in which they have a definite function. Flute playing thus
p'ossesses a far richer musical content and variation than does vocal music.

With the Waiwai it is almost only young, unmarried men who play the flute, and the genre has no

wry close connexion with definite situations that can be linked with social or religious conditions.
The playing of the flute is for entertainment, and is often heard, for example, early in the morning
when people prepare to begin the day, and it is not unusual for the men to go playing into the forest.

Furthermore, there is in flute playing a touch of infatuation and romance. This is evinced in the

evenings when the young men sit outside the collective house and play to their young women, a feature

279
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of f lute playing perhaps general in wide sections of South America (lzikowitz. p. : f i l . In this connexion

it is worth observing that much suggests that the flute melodies are programmatic. Several of the

recordings have tit les. Example 30 was called "The deer", example 27 "The deer is going to ea€".

and èxample 28 "The deer is going to bathe". These titles may be due to the fact that there are texts

to these numbers, but it is not impossible that the music itself describes various situations; this would

at all events explain the musical course of many of these numbers. In examples 27 and 28 are thus

found alternating sections with slow, heavy phrases and small, gay melodies, and in example 25 there

is, in phrases 10-14, a sudden, very dramatic, insertion that contrasts with the rest of the number.

. Tonal material and structures

The four-holed flute

Two recordings. exampl es 22 and 23, were made with a flute of this type which furthermore was

brought back. These concern H 4184, the dimensions of which are given on p.269. We find on this

flute a scale notated fS a b c d, a lying very close to c264hz, and the intervals indicated do not

vary notably from the European. Blowing tests showed that the various notes are obtained in the

following manner: Fourth hole - ff. Third hole - a. Second hole - c. First hole - e. With all holes

closed d was obtained by over-blowing. By closing îhe first and third holes b could be taken.

In example 22 the scale a c d e is used with a as tonic, a structure well known from the songs that

also appears in two recordings with a three-holed flute. examples 24 and 25. In the second recording

made with H 4184. example 23, the scale fS a b c d (e) was taken. with fS as the tonic and b as the

top note in the tetrachord fi - b, whilst c is used in motives between d and a. This mysterious scale

appears only once in the material, and can perhaps have its starting point in a scale with the notes

fl a b d, where b is raised to c in motiveS between d and a, perhaps on account of purely technical

reasons connected with the flute. as the notes a c d are also employed with a as tonic, as is the case

for instance in example 22.

Three-holed futes

The three-holed flutes produce two different types of scales, an anhemitonic pentatonic scale, noîated

g a c d e with a as keynote, and one that ideally consists of skips of major thirds and semitones in its

central ar€a, e g b c (d) e. The first type is taken in the followinpi manner: all holes closed and a hand

around the stud of the flute - g. All holes closed - a. Third hole - c. Second hole - d. First hole - e.

This tonal material is used in examples 24-26, which were recorded on a bamboo flute, H4182, the

dimensions of which are given on p. 267. The intervals do not quite correspond with the European,

as the fourth is a little too low and the fifth a shade too high.

The second type of scale raises many problems. Fortunately it is represented in the material by

recordings made with three different flutes, as examples 3l-33 are recorded on the bamboo ffute

brought back, H 4182, examples27,28 and 30 are all played on the same bone flute, and example 34

is played on another bone flute. There are such great divergencies in the intervals of these three ftutes
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that it must be assumed that there is no definite feeling of a narrowly-defined ideal scale, but that a

tone sequence which in its core consists of two tetrachords that overlap each other by approx. a semi-

tone is all that is roughly aimed at. It has not been possible to undertake any exact determination of

the pitches, and the specifications below have been drawn up by the help of the ear, supported by a

monochord.

Bone flute, example 34
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Bone flute, examples 27,28 and 30
H 4182, examples 3l-33 . e

gb+
g b

s+b

€ ;
C :

c

d
d+
e *

The note b on the two bone flutes is nearly the same and lies very close to e 333 hz. Notated b on

H 4182 is about l/4 tone higher.

We find that the two highest notes are a whole tone higher on the bamboo flute, H4182, than on

the two bone flutes. How these differences between the tunings of the flutes are handled, appears by a

comparison of examples 30, 3l and 34 which represent the same melody as performed on each of

the three flutes. In all three examples the lower tetrachord remains the same, but in the upper area

it is optional whether the tones d c b or e c b are used; the former is found in example 30. the latter

in examples 3l and 34.'We further see that in example 30 and 3l the highest hole but one has been

used to obtain the highest tone. respectively d and e, whereas in example 34 the uppermost hole is used

giving e (compare with the table above of the tones of the three flutes). That on all three flutes it is

the same two holes that are used can be seen from the introductory figure to these numbers. which

consists of a tri l l  between the two highest notes of the instruments, and here. in examples 30 and 34.

the notes used are d and e, while in example 3l they are e and fí.

In addition to the above-mentioned cases, the structure g b c d e with g as keynote is also used in

examples 32 and 33, in the latter augmented by an e under the tonic. In examples 27 and 28 the same

tonal material is made use of, but with b as keynote.

It has not proved possible to decide by blowing tests how the scales under discussion are taken on

the flutes, but it appears from a comparison of the pitches in examples 3l-33 with those in examples

24-26, all recorded with H 4182, that the notated deep e is taken with all holes closed. g corresponds

to the third hole, c the first hole. Top e is taken by overblowing with all holes closed. Here a problem

arises in that notated c - e+ in examples 24-26 corresponds to the interval g+ - c in examples 3l-33.

It has an intermediate value between a fourth and a major third, and we have chosen to regard this

as the one thing in the one case and as the other in the other. This can be crit icized as an inadmissible

tiberty, but if we look at the two structures individually no other interpretation is possible on the data

available. lt must also be remembered that a divergence of a quarter tone from a given ideal interval

does not exceed the Waiwai margin for intonation accuracv in instrumental music.
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Rhythm

In the flute playing both free and fixed rhythms are found. Thus a constant time unit is felt only over

very short stretches in examples 28. 30, 3l and 34, whereas a fixed continuing pulse is found all through

examples 22,23,24 and 33. Free and fixed rhythms occur in distinct parts of examples 25,27 and 32.

The individual beats or t ime units may be both bi- and tripartite.

What might look like polyrhythmics appears in example 26 where a shift from "3/4" to "6/8"

occurs in phrases 2 and 5. However, this shift is felt more as a prolongation of tl-re fundamental beat

than as a counter rhythm, maybe because the feeling of t ime is very weak in Waiwai music.

Metrics

As a whole accentuation is weak in Waiwai f lute playing and the metrical units are often distinguished

more by their rhythmical and melodical pattern than by accents, the placing of "bar lines" is therefore

only tentative in many examples, especially where free rhythm prevails.

The feeling of time is weak i.e. beats are simply ranged without any recurring stress pattern, and a

beat may be added or taken out without bringing about any violent feeling of a change in time.

As is the case in the music of so many other South American tribes the upbeats present a particular

problem. True upbeats are by no means absent but the character of the Waiwai metrical feeling is

prevalently trochaic.and dactylic: movements from accented to unaccented beats are preferred. As a

result it sometimes occurs that a figure obtains an intermediate position between upbeat and first

beat. This applies to example 25112 and l3 and example 30/2 where the first beat melodically acts as

an upbeat but does not quite obtain this character as the beat to which it leads up does not bear any

particular accent.

Many other intriguing features appear in the material but without sufficient frequency to allow for

a general treatment.

All-over stucture

The flute numbers are introduced and ended by fixed figures. A trill is thus used between the two

highest notes to end all numbers with a scale of g b c e, and to introduce three of them: examples

30,31 and 34. The same tri l l  is used in three places in example 31, which thus becomes divided into

sections. In numbers with an anhemitonic pentatonic scale there is no fixed introductory figure, but

they are all ended - with the exception of example26 - by a free rhythmical slur that begins on the

ffute's top note and is sustained over about 4 beats, whereafter it drops through an ornamental figure

to the third which is held somewhat shorter, and then glides down to the tonic.

Like the songs, the flute numbers are built up of short, juxtaposed phrases, interrupted in some of

the numbers by short stretches devoid of phrase construction that act as alternating interludes. In

example 27 a l itt le melody has been inserted, marked 7,l2 and 19, in three places between the parts

buift up regularly in phrases. In example 28, which is very reminiscent of example 27, we find similar
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breaks in the phrase construction in the sections marked B, which, however, are longer than the little
melody in example 27 and act as independent sections. Finally, we meet an interruption of the phrase

construction in example 25110- 14. We mentioned on p.280 that it is possible that these.interludes
possess programmatic content.

Rhythmical congruence between phrases is not of so great an importance in the flute numbers as in
the songs, It is found in examples 25,27 and,33, and in two of these, examples 25 and 33 there is an
interplay between the melodic elaboration of the phrases and the all-over structure that is very similar
to that of the dance songs znd eremus, as they are divided into sections of two or three phrases knit
together by a reduction of the ambitus over the tonic.

In the other numbers the principles governing the construction are not so regular. In examples
26, 27 and 28 phrases are juxtaposed as variants of a small number of forms without any interplay
between their melodic pattern and the all-over structure. In the remaining numbers we find an inter-
esting principle that consists in grouping phrases into sections where they have a fairty fixed sequence.
With repetition of such sections a phrase can be omitted or repeated some extra. times, or two successive
phrases can be repeated, so that the principle ofa fixed sequence is only a general one. In some numbers
the position of the phrases is governed by their pitch, so that the lowest phrases come at the end of a
section, but often a falling tendency only asseits itself in that the sections are ended with a small
number of low-pitched phrases.

The clearest examples of an all-orer structure where the phrases are placed according to their pitch
in a fixed sequence are examples 30. 3l and 34. lf the "upbeats" be ignored, the phrases in these
numbers have the following tones in their core: c b g. b g, g b g and g, that are played free-rhythmically,
and always come in the order mentioned. At severat places the longer sections are introduced by a
phrase between e and b with the same rhythmic pattern as that used in the phrasal pieces in example
21 : à | JrJ. The clearest form is found in example 34, the course of which is indicated in the table
below. where the indiv iduat  sect ions are p laced in hor izonta l  co lumns under each other .  The s isn =
indicates a re lat ionship but  not  complete ident i ty .
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Example 30 is built up in the same way, though sections are inserted with alternating phrases containing
the notes c b g and b g. The course of this number is as follows:

bg gbg
4 5
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Example 3l proceeds in accordance with the same principles as example 30 and 34, but the rhythmic
patterns of the phrases are considerably freer.

In example 32 there is a fixed feeling of tempo until phrase ll, and the phrases in this section are
formed over two fixed patterns: in phrases 1,2,6 and l0 with2*2*2 beats in phrases 3-5, and in
7-9 with 3*3 beats. Phrases 12-22 completely correspond in construction with example 30/lG-24,
with rubato execution and changing rhythmic-metrical pattern. In phrases 23 and 24 phrase I is
resumed, and the number ends with phrases executed rubato.

In example 22 and 23 the phrases are ranged together in long sections with a fairly definite sequenc!.

In example 22 there are three sections which proceed as follows:

A  l  2  3 4  5  6  7  8  9
B l0av2 I  l -12 :5  13-14:6  l5 :7  16 :8  17  l8 :9
C t9:2 20:3 2l:5 22-23:6 24x7 25 26:8 27:9

In example 23 there are two long sections. each of which is divided into sub-groups with lowerings

of the pitch of the phrases. The number proceeds as follows:

A l  2  3  4  5  6  7 : l  8 : 2  9  l 0  1 l  t 2 : r  l 3 : 3  1 4
B t5-t7:2 l8:3 l9:4 20:5 2t:6 22:7 23_24:8 25:9 26 27

Example 24 contains three sections with fixed phrase sequence, apart from the fact that the first
section is introduced by a piece that is not played in the next two, which, on the other hand, possess

a number of concluding phrases not appearing in the first section. It proceeds as follows:

A l -2  34 5: l  6  7-9 10- l l  l2  l3-14: l  15.  16 17
B t8-20:7 2t:12 22 23:12 24 25 26 27
C 28-29:7 30-31:10 32:12 33:24 34:25 35

R E L A T I O N S  O F  W A I W A I  M U S I C  T O  T H A T

O F  O T H E R  T R I B E S

The music of the Waiwai is closely related to that of their immediate neighbours to the East, the
Oyana, as appears from the grammophone record, "Tumuc Humac", BAM LD 314, which on side B
contains l5 instances of Oyana music recorded by F. Mazière, D. Darbois and W. Ivanov. I shall
here briefly resume what seems to be the comnion traits in the music of these two tribes.

In the vocal music the Waiwai and the Oyana share all basic features. The tonal material and the
main trends of the melodic movements are roughly the same, although it may be noted that the tritone,
which is not very common with the trVaiwai, appears frequently in the Oyana songs, and that two of
these, instances X and XI, have a far wider ambitus over the tonic than any found in the Waiwai

examples. The rhythmic outline and the singing style are identical as is atso the inner strucîure of the
phrases, where the division into a final motif and a beginning leading up to it, which is so characteristic
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Example 3l proceeds in accordance with the same principtes as example 30 and 34, but the rhythmic
patterns of the phrases are considerably freer.

In example 32 there is a fixed feeling of tempo until phrase ll, and the phrases in this section are
formed over two fixed patterns: in phrases 1,2,6 and l0 with2*2*2 beats in phrases 3-5, and in
7-9 with 3*3 beats. Phrases 12-22 completely correspond in construction with example 30/lG-24,
with rubato execution and changing rhythmic-metrical pattern. In phrases 23 and 24 phrase I is
resumed, and the number ends with phrases executed rubato.

In example 22 and 23 the phrases are ranged together in long sections with a fairly definite sequence.
In example 22 there are three sections which proceed as follows:

A  |  2  3 4  5  6  7  8  9
B l0ag2 I  l -12 :5  13-14:6  l5 :7  16 :8  l7  l8 :9
C l9:2 20:3 2l:5 22-23:6 24ry7 25 26:8 2l:9

In example 23 there are two long sections, each of which is divided into sub-groups with lowerings

of the pitch of the phrases. The number proceeds as follows:

A l  2  3  4  5  6  7 : l  8 : 2  9  l 0  l l  t 2 : t  l 3 : 3  t 4
B ttlT:2 l8:3 l9:4 20:5 2t:6 22:7 23_24:8 25:9 26 27

Example 24 contains three sections with fixed phrase sequence, apart from the fact that the irst
section is introduced by a piece that is not played in the next two, which, on the other hand, possess

a number of concluding phrases not appearing in the first section. lt proceeds as follows:

A t-2 34 5: l  6 7-9 to- i l  t2 l3-14: l  15 16 t7
B t8-20:7 2t:r2 22 23:12 24 25 

' 
26 27

C 28-29:7 30-31:10 32:12 33:24 34:25 35

R E L A T I O N S  O F  W A I I W A I  M U S I C  T O  T H A T

O F  O T H E R  T R I B E S

The music of the Waiwai is closely related to that of their immediate neighbours to the East, the
Oyana, as appears from the grammophone record, "Tumuc Humac", BAM LD 314, which on side B
contains 15 instances of Oyana music recorded by F. Mazière, D. Darbois and W. Ivanov. I shall
here briefly resume what seems to be the comnion traits in the music of these two tribes.

In the vocal music the Waiwai and the Oyana share all basic features. The tonal material and the
main trends of the melodic movements are roughly the same, although it may be noted that the tritone,
which is not very common with the Waiwai, appears frequently in the Oyana songs, and that tu.o of
these, instances X and XI, have a far wider ambitus over the tonic than any found in the Waiwai

examples. The rhythmic outline and the singing style are identical as is also the inner structurrr of the
phrases, where the division into a finat motif and a beginning leading up to it, which is so characteristic
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for the Waiwai material, appears in'many of the Oyana songs. Finally we find the same principles

governing the all-over structure, and although a reduction of the ambitus over the tonic of the phrases

is not so frequently encountered in the Oyana songs as with the Waiwai, it is fourid clearly in instances

X and XI.

In the field of instrumental music the Qyana record gives two instances of turtle shell resonator

played together with respectively two and three flutes, and two of solo flute playing.

The flute nurnber, instance II, performed on a three-holed bone flute similar to that of the Waiwai,

is fairfy close to the Waiwai style and bears similarities to example 22. The flute number. instance

XIII. is identical with our example 23.

The two instances of turtle shell resonator and flutes, the introductory instance (not numbered)

and instance IX, are considerably more complex than our example 36, the manner of playing the

turtle shell resonator being the same, but the flutes performing intriguing polyrhythmic patterns.

One more link between the music of the Waiwai and the Oyana can be established by the transcrip-

tions of Oyana music by de Goeje (V. Z+1 where two examples of howler trumpet playing are found

which are very similar to our example 37.

The Oyana is the only tribe whose music can be regarded with any certainty as closely related to

that of the Waiwai. An examination of the music of those very few other South American tribes among

whom this aspect of culture has been investigated, yields the result that they share a number of general

features with the Waiwai, in the tonal structures, rhythm. metrics, singing style etc., but that they

differ in regard to the most important element for determining a closer relationship i.e. the form and

all-over structure. The principle of grouping isorhythmic phrases into sections by a reduction of their

ambitus over the tonic, is thus only found in a few instances among, other tribes where furthermore it

has an inferior position compared to many other formal principles. This applies to the Makushí,

Taulipóng and r*Vapishàna, where it appears in some of the songs belonging to the pariierd dance

festival (von Hornbostel 1923 examples 3, 4, 5, 22, and 23).

Summing up, the following conclusions about the relation of the musical culture of the Waiwai

to that of other South American tribes, can be established:

It belongs to a musical area which includes the Oyana, and on account of similarities of instruments,

the Parukotó, Tarúma and probably also the Arapai.

The similarities to the music of the Makushí, Taulipóng, and Wapishàna are too general to allow

us to group these tribes together with the forementioned, although they seem to be closer related to

each other than to the more distant Uitoto (Bose 1934), Matto Grosso tribes (Schneider 1952) and

Venezuelan Caribs (Collaer 1956).
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